Fasteel GmbH and Fasteel Srl

Fasteel was founded in 2020 as a team of experienced management experts from various industries and disciplines. We trust in the sustainable transmission of operational production processes in a zero-CO2 environment, taking into account economic aspects, in order to protect our planet and the future of our children. Our actions and services are shaped by this vision. Every day we face new challenges and find individual solutions for customer needs in different business areas.
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FASTEEL SRL
Smart Solutions
Fasteel Consulting + Fasteel Steeltrade

Location: Bocholt, Hagen & Milan

Consulting: Professional support to national and international clients in the field of energy, transformation and raw material extraction. The key areas are:
- Approval Planning
- Sustainability Assessment
- Process Optimization

Steeltrade: Trading of steel with various grades and qualities tailored to meet the specific needs of all customers.

Special knowledge in hydrogen: We handle the network management for the largest and oldest hydrogen network in Germany with more than 85 members from different areas. Our authorized representative is also the managing director of this network (h2-netzwerk-ruhr).

- Networking of h2-stakeholders (national and international)
- Participation in regional committees to enhance frameworks for the h2-economy
- Lobbying for the hydrogen industry
- Educational outreach
- Initiation and support of hydrogen projects
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